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A cookbook with recipes for sumptuous treats you can make at home for your horse, with recipes

that include Carrot and Apple PÃ¢tÃ© with Faux Caviar, Birthday Cones, Carrot Rumaki, cookies,

and more.
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This had some pretty good recipes in it (I recommend Miss Koko's Biscuits), but many were very

time-consuming and hard to prepare, like stuffing apples. Also, I found it frustrating that about 70%

of the recipes required horse-specific foods like hay cubes, etc. Of course, if you own a horse, this is

not a problem. If you want a good, easy, homemade horse treat (besides the ones in the book) that

horses love, try mixing:1 1/2 grated carrots1 1/2 grated apples1/2 cup molasses10 oz. rolled oats4

oz. wheat flakesCook for about one and a half hours at 325 degrees F.

This book provides the beginner to the expert with new and fun ways to papmer your horse with

treats you've made. For me the best part is watching him enjoy what I've made as opposed the the

store bought varities. It has hints for all around care as well as grooming recipies for flies, tail

rubbing, etc. A great addition to anyones horse book collection.

The grandchildren love to prepare the treats for their horse. The horse can't wait for the delicious

healthy treats. She looks in all the pockets for MORE! Great that the little ones get so involved and



give the horse a special treat each day they come to visit and ride.

This book is great you can finds so many ideas to pamper your horse with. Even though I don't own

a horse (yet)all the horses in the barn love taste testing them.Its great for Christmas presents and

most of all the recipes are easy and inexpensive, some of the recipes you can eat too!

I think this book is both helpful and hysterical. For any horse person it offers helpfulrecipes and

preparation tips 4 delicious horse treats. For someone to put a book like this together it took a lot of

work, but as the grandma old horse people I think the book is hysterical.

This book is cute, and some of the recipes were good, but some of them anyone with an

imagination could do. Like cutting up different colored apples & carots to make a "Tri-Color Apple &

Carrot salad" page 23, doesnt take much imagiantion And although carving fancy designs into fruits

and veggies is very very cute to look at,(page 63 Apple Roses) I don't think my horse appreciates it

any more then when I just give it to him. I was actually just looking for recipes to make regualr horse

type cookies such as Stud Muffins, just to cut down on the cost of treats as well as make them a bit

healthier. If you only have one or 2 horses and a lot of spare time them this book is fun, but if you

have a job, or/& kids and more then a stall or 2 to clean a day, the time it takes for some of these is

just not realistic. If you want to get really detailed and impress your horse friends then buy the book,

but if your more like me and just looking for cheaper healthier treats, save your money, google

horse cookie recipes and go from there.*this book does however have some interesting suggestions

for natural grooming tips*

I must admit I was expecting more. For one thing I don't like giving candy or sugar cubes to a horse;

I also don't think a horse cares about visual appeal the way a human might. I guess it's OK for what

it is, just not what I was expecting.

this book is alittle out dated.and doesn't show pictures, and it was difficult to find some of the

supplies.this book is good if you live with your horses becaue it gives like "meals" you can make and

serve to your horse.
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